America's Top Rated Kits
Now a Best Buy!*

TOP RATED BY
POPULAR SCIENCE
"... How does it perform? In a word, flawlessly, stereo performance is superb, and the set's sensitivity will cope with the deepest fringe-area reception conditions. The tuner has no automatic frequency control, and doesn't need one, since drift is nonexistent. I rate the LT-112B as one of the finest FM tuners available — in or out of kit form."

TOP RATED BY
HI FI/Stereo REVIEW
"We measured the IHF sensitivity of the Scott LT-112B tuner as 1.4 microvolts, which certainly makes it one of the most sensitive tuners we have encountered ... The Scott LT-112B kit is a real buy at $199.95* and it would be hard to surpass its performance at any price."

TOP RATED BY
AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE
"I would recommend this kit for the beginner if only because of the manual's excellence and completeness ... Let me summarize by saying that the Scott LT-112B tuner must be placed in the very top echelon of today's components. It is easy to build and even easier to listen to."

TOP RATED BY
AUDIO
"Here's a stereo FM/AM receiver kit with a real hot front end, fairly high power output, low distortion, and excellent operating flexibility. Besides that, it's a good-looking unit when assembled; no 'kit look' to this one. And assembling it yourself saves money. All in all, if kit building is your forte (or even if you've never tried it for fear of possible complexity), the Scott LR-88 offers a most competent design at a price well below that for an equivalent factory-assembled unit."

TOP RATED BY
ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED
"One of the finest examples of solid-state integrated-amplifier kit design, packaging and performance we have seen is the Scott LK-60. The LK-60 has practically every operating feature you'd want ... performance left little to be desired."
"In a nutshell, the manual is the most complete, fool-proof one we've seen in a long time. The only thing Scott didn't do is include a technician to build the kit."

TOP RATED BY
HIGH FIDELITY
"... an unprecedented high sensitivity, one which surprised even us and which, incidentally, does make a difference in the number of stations received and the clarity with which they come in. This is certainly a tuner for use in the most difficult of reception areas; stations seem to pop in all across the tuner dial."

* New computerized design and assembly techniques now make possible the latest improvement in Scott kits ... a lower price!

LT-112B-1 FM Stereo Monitor Tuner Kit:
Now $149.95

LK-60B 160-Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit:
Now $149.95

LR-88 135-Watt AM/FM Stereo Receiver Kit:
Now $299.95

Write for complete details: